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MOTIVATION

RNA replicons are an emerging platform of increasing interest, particularly for vaccination and therapeutic applications [3]. A replicon is based on a virus, but replaces the
infective capsid proteins with engineered “payload” genes [5].
Here we focus on replicons derived from alphavirus, a positivestrand RNA virus, with architecture and lifecycle shown in
Figure 1: the replicon RNA begins with a complex of nonstructural proteins (NSPs) that create “viral factories” where
it replicates [4]. A subgenomic promoter next induces production of shorter mRNAs containing engineered payload
genes, which are translated to produce the proteins encoded
by the payload sequences. Finally, both mRNA and proteins
are removed by normal processes of dilution and decay.
Replicons provide distinct advantages as a platform for
synthetic biology: as they are based on RNA, there is no
direct path to affect cellular DNA, which reduces safety issues for medical applications. Unlike ordinary mRNA, they
self-amplify, producing much stronger gene expression and
over a longer time period, but can trigger a cell’s immune
response, thereby curtailing expression. For a full and referenced discussion of the background of this work, see [1].
In order to enable rapid engineering of replicon-based systems, we have characterized the expression dynamics of Sindbis replicons in baby hamster kidney BHK-21 cells with constitutively expressed payloads. From this characterization,
we construct a quantitative model that predicts expression
in three-replicon systems with better than 2-fold accuracy.
This predictive model can then be inverted to produce an
algorithm for designing transfection mixtures to produce either desired expression ratios or absolute expression levels.
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QUANTITATIVE EXPRESSION MODEL

To characterize the expression dynamics for Sindbis replicons in BHK-21 cells, we carried out two experiments: a
logarithmic dose-response test of a single species of replicon over a 50-hour timespan, and a linear titration of pairs
of co-transfected replicons expressing different fluorescent
proteins. Both experiments use the TASBE characterization method [2] to obtain calibrated flow cytometry data in
absolute units; in particular, Molecules of Equivalent FLuorescein (MEFL). Full details of this characterization and
modeling are given in [1]; for this abstract we merely summarize the key results and the model derived.
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Figure 1: General architecture of RNA replicon design and expression dynamics.
Based on these experiments, we construct the following
model: following a short initial delay of δE = 4.02 hours as
the replicons amplify, fluorescence converges exponentially
with half-life λE = 5.86 hours towards a dose-independent
translation-limited mean saturation level of S = 5.44e7 MEFL.
This saturation level is modulated by a log-normal distribution of cell variance V = 10N (0,σ) , where the standard deviation σ = 0.365. The initial transient also appears dosedependent, but cannot be quantified from these experiments.
Not all cells are transfected, and those that are transfected receive varying initial dosages of plasmids, which affects the final ratio of fluorescence. Cells are transfected
with a Poisson distribution dependent on cell variance, receiving an initial “founder population” of each replicon of
fi = P ois(α · V · di ), where α = 0.0127 and di is the initial
dose of replicon i. This initial dose is then amplified by a
Polya Urn process (modeling the transition, as the number
of replicons grows, from high sensitivity to stochastic effects
to a stable ratio), giving an expected ith replicon proportion
X
X
pi = (1 −
pj ) · Beta(fi ,
fj )
j<i

j>i

where Beta(x, y) is the beta distribution (the ratio limit of
a Polya Urn process). Transfected cells are thus predicted
to have a distribution of expressions for the ith replicon at
time t of:
E(t, i) = V · pi · max(0, S(1 − 2

δE −t
λE

))

Finally, as replicon expression rises, the growth of transfected cells drops relative to untransfected. The fraction of
expressing cells for total dose d at time t is thus:
F (d, 0) = τ · P (P ois(α · d) > 0)
F (d, t) =

F (d, 0)
F (d, 0) + (1 − F (d, 0)) · max(1, 2

δF −t
λF

)

Prediction of VEE/C2C12 from adapted BHK/Sindbis model
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Figure 3: Examples of applying design algorithm,
comparing specification with simulated behavior for
design (ballast dose last in MEFL designs).
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Figure 2: The quantitative expression model gives
high precision predictions across a wide range of
expression levels both for Sindbis/BHK (left) and
VEE/C2C12 (right).
Where τ = 0.977 is the maximum transfection efficiency,
δF = 21.5 hours is the time before significant impairment
of transfected cells, and λF = 8.89 hours is the relative
doubling time for untransfected cells after that point.
We have validated this model with a collection of threereplicon mixtures, chosen to test the model with dosage ratios ranging across two orders of magnitude and expression
levels ranging across three. Measured at various time points
up to 50 hours post-transfection, we find this model provides
precise predictions of the mean expression (Figure 2), with a
mean prediction error of only 1.7-fold. Model generality was
tested by transfer to VEE replicon in C2C12 myoblasts, deriving parameters from a new set of experiments and adding
an immune response term, to produce similar accuracy.
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EXPRESSION DESIGN ALGORITHM

Given this forward model of expression, we can derive
an algorithm for designing replicon mixtures with a desired
combination of expression levels. In particular, we will design for the peak level of mean expression and peak fraction
of cells expressing all elements in the mixture. Precise percell control of stoichiometry is, unfortunately, not an option
given the degree of cell-to-cell variation, but as we will see
the peak mean expression can be accurately designed.
We begin with an assumption that δE , λE , δF , and λF are
such that cells reach near-peak expression before there is an
significant shift in the ratio of expressing to non-expressing
cells. This is the time we target, designing for a relative
expression of Ri for the ith replicon and for a yield of Y
fraction of cells expressing all replicons. The yield for the
specified ratio, at a given minimum dosage dm is:
Z
Ri
Y
10σx
−αdm min{R
i}
φ0,σ (x)dx)
Y =τ·
(1 − e
i

where the integral computes the expected fraction of cells
not receiving the ith replicon (e−λ for a Poisson of parameter
λ) with respect to the log-normal distribution of per-cell
variation (φ0,σ being the probability density function for a
normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation σ).
Although complicated, this function is monotonic in dm , so
it is easy to solve numerically for a dosage dm to produce
the specified yield Y . The full set of dosages then proceeds
Ri
.
directly from the ratio: di = dm · min{R
i}
With this algorithm for designing ratios, we can also derive an algorithm for designing absolute expression levels.

Given a set of desired peak mean expressions Ei , we compute a required “ballast” expression:
X
Eb = S −
Ei
i

and design for the ratios of the set of Ei and Eb .
Figure 3 shows examples of applying this design algorithm, comparing the specification to a simulation of the
designed dosages on a population of 100,000 cells at 20 hours
post-transfection using the stochastic model in the prior section. The simulation matches the specification closely, with
a maximum expression error of 1.3-fold and a maximum
yield error of 4%. Obviously, this could be further improved
with additional tuning of the design algorithm, but the need
is not urgent since these accuracies are significantly better
than the accuracy of simulation for predicting experimental
observations.

4. CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have developed a replicon expression model that accurately predicts the behavior of multiple replicon/cell-line
combinations, and from this model an algorithm for forward
design of expression ratios or levels. Experimental results
indicate that this model may be broadly applicable. Future
work aims to extend to therapeutically relevant cell lines
and in vivo systems, as well as regulatory interactions, thus
enabling rapid precision engineering of medical applications.
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